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CONCURRENT ENGINEERING: Research and Applications

Graph Theory-based Logic Relationship Programming
of Product Development Process

Hong-Zhong Huang1,* and Ying-Kui Gu2

1School of Mechatronics Engineering, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China

Chengdu, Sichuan, 610054, China
2School of Mechanical & Electronical Engineering, Jiangxi University of Science and Technology

Ganzhou, Jiangxi, 341000, China

Abstract: In order to optimize product development process, essential process improvement or process reorganizing activities are needed.

Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the relationships among processes when design information is incomplete and imprecise. However, it is

very difficult to program and execute the logic relationships among development processes because of the complexity, fuzziness, and dynamic

uncertainty of product development processes. In this article, the relationships of product development processes and their properties are

analyzed. Based on the analysis results, a novel process net is developed where the processes and the logic constraints are viewed as nodes

and verges of the net, respectively. Graph theory is used as a tool to develop the process net. The method of the process net simplification for

identifying the core process and its affiliated processes are also presented.

Key Words: product development, process programming, logic relationship, process net, fuzzy logic.

1. Introduction

A process is the basic unit of activities carried out
during a product’s life cycle [1]. In this sense, the whole
development process can be viewed as a set of
sub-processes whose physical meanings are varied
continuously along with time. These processes are not
isolated. There exist complicated relationships among
processes, where the logic relationship is one of the
important ones [2].

Allen first defined the temporal logic relations of
tasks [3]. According to his research, there is a set of
primitive and mutually exclusive relations that could be
applied over time intervals. The Allen’s temporal logic is
defined in a context where it is essential to have
properties such as the definition of a minimal set of
basic relations, the mutual exclusion among these
relations and the possibility to make inferences over
them. Raposo, Magalhaes, Ricarte, and Fuks made
some improvements to Allen’s basic relations by adding
a couple of new relations and making some variations of
those originally proposed [4]. Da Cruz, Raposo, and
Magalhaes used seven basic relations of Allen to develop
a logic relation graph of tasks and proposed two

properties of relation graph [5]. Li, Liu, and Guo
defined the concept of process template and classified
the logic relations of processes into five categories, i.e.,
before, meet, start, equal, and finish [6]. Gu, Huang, and
Wu analyzed the preconditions for executing these logic
relations strictly [7]. Graph theory provides a stronger
tool for process modeling and analyzing. Alocilja
presented process network theory (PNT) [8].
According to his research results, the generic properties
of process networks can provide a practical analytical
framework for the systematic analysis, design and
management of physical production system, including
material flows, technical costs, and so on. Kusiak used
graph theory as a tool to develop a dependency network
for design variables and analyzed the dependencies
between design variables and goals [9]. Da Cruz,
Raposo, and Magalhaes presented a methodology to
analytically and graphically express the interdependen-
cies among tasks realized in a collaborative environment
[5]. Durai Prabhakaran, Babu, and Agrawal took the
advantages of the graph theoretic approach to consider-
ing all the design aspects together in a single methodol-
ogy with the help of matrix algebra and permanents [10].

In this article, we present an approach to analyze the
logic relations among processes based on graph theory.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly
introduces the definitions of process net, relation
degree of process, core process, and generalized core
process. Section 3 analyzes the logic relations and their
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properties of product development processes, and
a process net is developed using graph theory. Section
4 proposes the method to simplify the process net, which
helps identify the core processes and the logic relations
between affiliated processes of the core processes. The
method can be used to increase the amount of
information provided to the designers for programming,
improving or reorganizing the development processes.
Section 5 gives an illustrative example. Conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.

2. Several Definitions

Definition 2.1: Process net
Process net Pnet is composed of a finite nonempty
process variable set P ¼ P1,P2, . . . ,Pnh i and a logic
constraint relationship set R ¼ R1,R2, . . . ,Rmh i. The
process net can be formed by connecting the process
variables based on constraint relationships, where the
process variables are nodes and logic constraint relation-
ships are edges of the net, respectively. Ri ¼  , �, r

� �
,

where  represents the quantitative influence of one
process on the other process. � is the degree of influence.
r is the logic relationship between any two processes.
Definition 2.2: Relation degree of process
Relation degree of process degree( pi) expresses the
number of processes that has direct logic relationship
with pi. If pi has direct relationships with n processes, its
relation degree degree( pi)¼ n. Generally speaking, there
is no isolated process in process net. Therefore, the
relation degree of process satisfies the condition
degree( pi)40.
Definition 2.3: Core process
Given a process net pnet with n processes, calculating
degree( pi), i¼ 1, 2, . . . , n, the process with maximal
maxi2n degreeðpiÞ is defined as core process of the net
and is denoted by pc. The processes that have direct
relationships with pc and their relation degree is 1 are
defined as the affiliated processes of pc.
Definition 2.4: Generalized core process
The processes in the reduced process net are defined as
generalized core processes of the upper process net.
Though their relation degrees are not big, the general-
ized core processes have very important influence on the
performance of the whole process net.
Both core processes and generalized core processes

have the properties of hierarchy and nonuniqueness.

3. Developing Network of Development Processes

3.1 Logic Relationships between Any Two
Development Processes

The set of logic relations adopted in this work is based
on the temporal logic proposed by Allen [3].

The relations can be classified into seven different
primitive categories and shown in Figure 1.

1. BEFORE. A BEFORE B. It is a serial relation.
Process A must be performed before process B.
The ending of process A is the precondition of
staring process B. After A is completed, it can
switch to other processes, and process B may
not be carried out immediately. That is to say,
the completion of process A is the necessary
but not sufficient condition of carrying out
process B.

2. MEETS. A MEETS B. It is a sequential relation.
After process A is completed, process B must
be carried out immediately. The completion of
process A is the necessary and sufficient condition
of carrying out process B.

3. STARTS. A STARTS B. It denotes that after
a synchronous process unit, process A and
process B can be started at the same time.

4. FINISHS. A FINISHS B. It denotes that after
processes A and B are completed, they can switch
to a synchronous unit.

5. EQUALS. A EQUALS B. Process A and process B
must occur simultaneously.

6. OVERLAPS. A OVERLAPS B. Process A and
process B occur in the same unit partly.

7. DURING. A DURING B. Process B is executed
during the execution of process A.

The relationships above could be expressed by hbi, hmi,
hsi, hfi, hei, hoi, and hdi, respectively.

3.2 Properties of Logic Relationship

Logic relationship is a special constraint. It has the
general properties of constraint, such as relativity
and inheritance. Except its general properties of

YX

t 

X before Y 

X meets Y 

X equals Y 

X overlaps Y 

X during Y 

X starts Y 

X finishs Y 

Figure 1. The logic relationships between any two processes
X and Y.
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constraint, logic relationship has the following special
properties:

1. Transitivity. Given three different processes pi, pj and
pk, if there exist logic relations pihrmipj and pjhrmipk,
then there also exists pihrmipk.

2. Containment. Given two different processes pi and pj,
fpni and

fpmj are their affiliated processes, respectively.
If there exists logic relation pihripj, then there also
exists logic relation fpni hri

fpmj .
3. Aeolotropism. The logic relationships among product

development processes have aeolotropism. Given two
different processes pi and pj, the direction of their
logic relationship pi �!

R
pj is unambiguous. This is

decided by the properties of product development
process.

4. Irreversibility. The irreversibility of product develop-
ment processes decides that their logic relationships
have irreversibility. Generally speaking, given two
different processes pi and pj, there exists rhpi, pji 6¼
rhpj, pii. Only with the logic relationship r¼EQUAL
can the equation rhpi, pji ¼ rhpj, pii be true.

3.3 Developing a Process Net

The whole development process consists of many
interrelated sub-processes. These sub-processes form a
net, and the net is called as a process net. The process net
can be expressed by graphical representation. There exist
matching relationships between elements and nodes of
the graph, and between process and edge exist
corresponding relationships. Pnet ¼ hP,Ri. P ¼

hP1,P2, . . . ,Pni is the node set, which represents the
nonempty set of processes and their information.
R ¼ hR1,R2, . . . ,Rmi is the edge, which represents the
constraint relationships among process nodes.

To develop a process, a net is to express the elements
of process using special method. That is to seek the
following matching relationships:

1. Ps ! Pnet, where Ps is the process set and Pnet is the
process graph.

2. Pv ! P, where Pv is process variables and P is the
nodes of the process graph.

3. PR ! R, where PR is the logic constraint relation-
ships and R is the edge of process graph.

The logic relationship between two process units is
simply binary relations, i.e., it relates only two processes.
However, it is possible to overcome this limitation in the
whole net. In general, the logic relations among processes
are multivariate relationships, i.e., degree pið Þ � 1. The
probability of complete concurrency or partial concur-
rency of the processes with degree pið Þ ¼ 1 is much higher
than that of the processes with degree pið Þ � 1 in logic.

The steps of developing a process net are as follows:

1. Developing the graph of binary logic relations for all
processes.

2. Developing the relationship matrix of processes
based on the logic relationships among processes.
In the matrix, ‘0’ represents that there is no direct
logic relationship between the two processes, and
‘1’ represents that there is direct logic relationship
between the two processes.

3. On the basis of the relationship matrix, the process
net can be developed through connecting all the edges
in turn, where the process variables are viewed as
nodes, and the logic constraints among variables are
viewed as verges.

To process set P ¼ hpii, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , 12, there exist
logic relationships mfp2, p1g, bfp2, p4g, mfp4, p3g,
sfp4, p5g, sfp7, p5g, dfp6, p7g, efp7, p8g, ofp7, p9g, ffp11, p7g,
ffp10, p11g, bfp11, p12g, and mfp1, p4g. The adjacent matrix
M of process relationships and the process net can be
developed as follows:

M ¼

1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

2
6666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777775

The process net is described in Figure 2.

4. Simplifying the Process Net

The main purpose of process net simplification is to
identify the core processes, their affiliated processes and
their dependencies in order to create the foundation for
process improvement. Process simplification also
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Figure 2. Process net.
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benefits the improvements of the concurrency degree of
processes and the elimination of float processes to
a great extent.

4.1 The Structure Style of Processes

As shown in Figure 2, the process structure can be
classified into three categories: serial structure (I),
parallel structure (II) and loop structure (III). The
serial structure and parallel structure are relatively
simple. However, to loop structure, it is impossible to
shape the complete closed-loop structure (i.e., there
has not entrance and exit of process.) because of
the irreversibility of product development process.
Therefore, the following two methods may be adopted
to deal with the process loop before the process net
is simplified:

1. Equivalent. As shown in Figure 3(a), the whole loop
can be viewed as a compositive process.

2. Breaking the loop. As shown in Figure 3(b), the loop
can be untied at the entrance. After the loop is untied,
the loop structure is transformed into parallel
structure.

Both of the methods above have their advantages and
disadvantage. The former has its advantages in struc-
ture, but the design information could be missed easily.
Only the process loop at the most external layer can the
equivalent method be adopted. The redundant design
information would appear when the second method is
adopted, which can ensure the integrality of informa-
tion, but increase the complexity degree of process
simplification.

4.2 Simplification of the Process Net

The simplification of process net adopts an ‘out-in’
approach. It starts with the most external processes and
ends to the most internal ones. The steps for simplifying
a process net can be described as follows:
Step 1: Calculating degree( pi) for all processes,
i¼ 1, 2, . . . , n.
Step 2: Eliminating all the processes with degree( pi)¼ 1.
This is because the influence of the process with
degree( pi)¼ 1 is local and it only has influence on the
single process related to it.
Step 3: Generating a new process net. The reduced
process net appears after eliminating all the
processes with degree( pi)¼ 1. The nodes in this
new process net are labeled as generalized core processes
of the upper process net. The logic relationships
among these core processes can be identified, and they
can decide the logic relationships between their affiliated
processes. Suppose pi and pj are two core processes,
and fpni and pj are their affiliated processes, respectively,

the relationships among them can be described as
follows

If pi rh ipj, then fpni rh ifpmj

Step 4: Repeating the same steps above. The iterations
can be executed until the process net has one or two
processes. It can be demonstrated that this process is
consistent and always ends with one or two processes.

We can get the generalized core processes after each
iteration of simplification. The core processes are
labeled as the first core process, the second core process,
and so on.

The generalized core processes have very important
influence on the performance of the whole process net,
and their influence degree is much bigger than that of
the other processes. When the development process is
programmed, the core processes should be considered
firstly and should be given higher priority than other
processes. When the development process is modified or
reorganized, the core processes should also be consid-
ered firstly, because the cost of improving the core
processes is much smaller than that of improving all
the processes under the precondition getting the same
benefits. Moreover, it is impossible to improve or
reorganize all the nodes in the process net. Only
improving the core processes can reduce the complexity
degree of process programming to a great extent.

The flow chart of process simplification is shown
in Figure 4.

5. Case Study

Take the design process of a worm drive as an
example to analyze the logic and dependency relations
programming approach based on graph theory. The
whole process can be divided into nine sub-processes,
i.e., requirement analysis ( p1), concept design ( p2),
scenario design ( p3), parameter design ( p4), parameter
optimization ( p5), cost analysis ( p6), meshing character-
istic analysis ( p7), tooth-surface-profile analysis ( p8),
and undercut checking ( p9). The binary logic relations
between any two processes can be developed by the
analysis of processes, i.e., f p1, p2

� �
, mfp3, p1g, ofp3, p6g,

ofp6, p1g, ffp1, p4g, bfp3, p4g, bfp4, p5g, efp4, p7g, efp4, p8g,
efp4, p9g. The adjacent matrix A and the process net can
be developed as follows. The process net is described in
Figure 5.

(a) pi

pj

(b)

pk
pk pk

pijk

pi
pi

pi

pj pj

Figure 3. The disposal methods of process loop. (a) Equivalent
(b) Breaking.
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From Figure 5 we see that the processes p1 and p4
have higher relation degree than other processes. They
are the core processes of the net and have important
influence on the whole design process of the worm drive.
Modification of these two processes can guarantee the
success of design and reduce the cost of process
improvement.

A ¼

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

2
6666666666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777777777775

6. Conclusions

The characteristics of product development processes,
such as evolvement, dependency and irreversibility,
determine that there exist stronger logic relations
among processes. In order to achieve the goal of
product development, such as developing the product
fast and optimally, the graph theory is used as a tool to
develop a process net. The proposed method can
provide a theoretic foundation for process programming
and improving, and can also provide a method for
realizing automation of product development at the
same time.

Figure 4. The flow chart of process simplification.
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Figure 5. The process net of the worm drive design.
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